
This document is dynamic, just like most things in any life. 
And you are unique, just like everyone else.  
 
This job is reserved for an alternate until an event is running and a trained person is available.   
 
The preference is for the job to be reserved for an individual that has been trained and orientated 
on the job.  Therefore, the job may not be listed public for an event. A trained person will have 
the certificates for the Cyber Society Host II and Greeter II.  Specific job events may requires 
other certificates or applicable training.  Some jobs will require certain group memberships to 
work.  Some jobs will require RLV features to be enabled.  Any product for that test will be 
gifted to you from the SL Marketplace or inworld vendor. 
 
I prefer having assigned people versus the public. 
 
Events are listed in the Moonshadow Warehouse by the maintenance area.   
 
Moonshadow Logistics Job Event Board 
SLurl: http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/Vyacheslav/105/55/55  
 
All regions have an office area with portal doors, CCTV desks, and the LGH VR job board.  
 
The jobs allow for travel around the region or parcel to perform duties.  
 
You can also use the CCTV systems or your browser tools to check things out on site.  You can 
also walk to the locations on site in the region to check out the information there. 
 
LGH fishing or gold hunting events that have VR Jobs consist of enforcing the LGH fishing 
rules, the Society Job Rules, and Standard and local gold hunting rules.  LGH fishing has their 
own free TP HUD for the TCGWS buoys.   
 
Equipment settings and permissions must be tested by a third party, separate from the owner and 
or creator.  This is to verify that it is working properly for demonstration or purchase.   A second 
notecard with step-by-step instructions will be available for these jobs.   
 
Themed events for scifi or rp may have you assisting people with where to go, reminding to use 
certain group tags, passing out notecards and greeting.  Events like this will require pre-
orientation prior to doing the job.  
 
Other events and jobs will come with an additional notecard with instructions.   
 
 
STAFF AT TCGWS 
The staff at TCGWS include.  
 
AJ Leibengeist (Thunderchild Allen), General Administration and Sponsor. 
AJ'S Alternate: Blackie (Black Molly)   

http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/Vyacheslav/105/55/55


 
Bearofboogie, Bear of Boogie Land Administration. 
 
Iris Herouin, Space Port Authority and Administration. 
 
 
 
 
PARCEL SITE LOCATION 
The Sites are as follows. 
 
Thunderchild Gallery Workshop (TCGWS) is the overall group for all the sites. There are no if 
few exceptions. Parcels are in the following regions: Milda, Malyshkin, Muhongo, Vyacheslav, 
and Triasm. 
 
The main sites are the  
Thunderchild Gallery Workshop (TCGWS) 
AJ’s Texture Gallery (AJTG) 
Moonshadow Logistics (MOON) 
Bear of Boogie Land (BoB) 
The Sandcastle (SAND) 
 
 
 
GENERAL PHILOSOPHY 
All the world is a stage, all of life is a classroom, all of SL is a sandbox. May have to scoop some 
kitty poop, but it’s still a neat sandbox. 
 
 
 
 
SITE ATTIRE, CONDUCT, FYI, AND RULES. 
Posted rules and policies can be viewed on the browsers next to the voting stations and Landing 
Points. 
 
NON-AROUSAL NUDITY IS ALLOWED. Public Sex is not.  Some of the seating has adult 
animations from cuddling to more private activities.  There are rooms at the space station for 
rent, short and long term.    
 
 
Some areas and events require specific attire.   Working a VR job for a space station or themed 
area may require some proper attire.   There are free spacesuits in the space station landing areas.  
Any scifi attire may be appropriate.  LGH fishers and coin hunters playing the game can be 
general attire unless the event prescribes different.   Check the EVENT INFO notecard located at 
the Event Calendar location.   
 



 
The sites host several games and groups. This includes LGH games and services, GTFO, 
GridHaul, Deep Space HUB, scifi Gamers, IVY Services, Vendors of various goods, business 
and residential rental services, and more.  
 
 
There is a CCTV desk at each site. TCGWS has two, one for LGH items and one for general 
sites.  TCGWS-North also has a photo booth camera desk in the cavern section.  These and your 
general browser tools help you to view and interact with people on the sites.  If you need help 
with this, contact AJ. 
 
 
There are portal doors and gateways that connect different areas of the sites.  There are portals 
that connect to other locations and destinations. There are public Inventory boards with 
landmarks and notecards for products and shops used for products and production,   
 
 
The parking lots have square box vehicles rezzers for public use, some GTFO ready. Only a few 
are restricted.  Vehicles on platforms or boards with semi-spherical rezzers are for TCGWS 
group use.   They have a 3-hour life with a float timer, and some are “permanent”.  The horses in 
the Pony Plot are public use and have no timer.  There are HIVID cinemas, some are public and 
some are group.   
 
 
There are free information products on the vendors.   
Feel free to ask or chat. 


